
To Whom I Cherish Till Eternity, 

WHEN YOUR CHILD NEEDS THE ROD 

The time to introduce the rod is when you have to terminate an evil 

seed wanting to spring up in your ward; when something must be 

righted before it gets out of hand. When it gets to such time, give 

the rod duly. Do not fear for he will not die. If you do not, you will 

regret it one way or the other. 

This is because a wayward child can harass and kill you 

emotionally. An errant child can torment your spiritual life too 

because they can be powerful ministers in the hands of the enemy. 

It is time to go against the norm and some foul cultures of 

civilization and introduce the rod when the need arises. “Withhold 

not correction from the child: for if thou beatest him with the rod, 

he shall not die. Thou shalt beat him with the rod, and shalt deliver 

his soul from hell” (Proverbs 23:13-14). 

The age leaves the impression that disciplining children is evil. It 

supports indiscipline and child right in the wrong context. The 

current world system suggests ways to handle issues which only 

the rod of correction can rectify by the grace of God. Today, bodies, 

co-operations and organizations turn to pick up on many who 

correct the foolish heart of children with the rod. It is that worse 

that children are reporting their parents to the law court for such 

gentle corrections. But believers should not forget that the world 

has no answer to offer the Church. She must not dictate to us but 

rather envy and emulate our godly modalities in the Lord. But if 

this must be, it is up to us. 

Now I do not mean we go about beating children. I am talking about 

correcting them in love and with care. The Bible ’s term is to use 

the rod of correction. 



If we leave our children in the hands of circular bodies or seemingly 

Christian bodies that prohibit the use of the rod of correction, our 

destinies, not only those of our children are doomed. What we need 

to know is many Churchy Churches are not of God and they serve 

the devil’s need to contaminate and fill up the world with false hope. 

In fact, they seek to taint the Church. 

You as parent should first arise and take dominion over the spirit of 

your children in prayers. Secondly, never neglect needed corrections 

in your child(ren)’s life. I do not mean flogging your child every 

slight thing. 

Sometimes cane could be a bad rod. Sometimes it not the needed 

rob per the situation. In fact it not the only available rod (but it is 

what the Bible is talking about in the text). How, when, where and 

on whom you use it is what matters. 

One powerful rod is rebuke and a careful and stun looks. 

Sometimes your child has to see the red-eye part of you, not 

meaning the scary part but the part of you that says “you cannot 

cross this line and go free”. So set the boundary. Do not be 

incorrigible like Eli who spared the rod and lost his children and his 

own life. Scripture reveal he did not die a natural death. Though 

old, he died an untimely death because he raised undisciplined 

children. 

But will strokes and rods of correction work it all in together? I 

doubt, but coupled with prayers and the grace of God all will be 

well. 

I say this because fight is more than physical. It is a battle for the 

soul and it is a fierce one. Know how to engage in the war room. 


